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Abstract

Mammalian type B (mitochondrial) cytochromes b₅ exhibit greater amino acid sequence diversity than their type A (microsomal) counterparts, as exemplified by the type B proteins from human (hCYB5B) and rat (rCYB5B). The comparison of X-ray crystal structures of hCYB5B and rCYB5B reported herein reveals a striking difference in packing involving the five-stranded β-sheet, attributable to fully buried residue 21 in strand β₄. The greater bulk of Leu21 in hCYB5B in comparison to Thr21 in rCYB5B results in a substantial displacement of the first two residues in β₅, and consequent loss of two of the three hydrogen bonds between β₅ and β₄. Hydrogen-bonding between the residues is instead mediated by two well-ordered, fully buried water molecules. In a 10 ns molecular dynamics simulation, one of the buried water molecules in the hCYB5B structure exchanged readily with solvent via intermediates having three water molecules sandwiched between β₄ and β₅. When the buried water molecules were removed prior to a second 10 ns simulation, β₄ and β₅ formed persistent hydrogen bonds identical to those in rCYB5B, but the Leu21 side chain was forced to adopt a rarely observed conformation. Despite the apparently greater ease of water access to the interior of hCYB5B than of rCYB5B suggested by these observations, the two proteins exhibit virtually identical stability, dynamic and redox properties. The results provide new insight into the factors stabilizing the cytochrome b₅ fold.

Two genes in vertebrates code for tail-anchored isoforms of the electron transfer heme protein cytochrome b₅.¹,² One isoform resides in the endoplasmic reticulum and has long been known as microsomal (Mc) cytochrome b₅, but now is designated as type A cytochrome b₅ (CYB5A). CYB5A provides electrons to a wide array of proteins including fatty acid desaturases and cytochromes P₄₅₀.³–⁶ The other isoform is associated with the outer mitochondrial membrane and was formerly referred to as OM cytochrome b₅, but is
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now designated as type B cytochrome b₅ (CYB5B). Although relatively little is known about the physiological roles of CYB5B, recent studies have shown that it is constitutively overexpressed in malignant lymphomas.

CYB5A and CYB5B contain a compact hydrophilic N-terminal heme-binding domain and a hydrophobic C-terminal membrane-anchoring domain. The heme-binding domain folds independently and is more soluble than the full-length protein. As a consequence, structural studies of cytochrome b₅ have focused on fragments containing the heme-binding domain. The only X-ray crystal structures published to date for vertebrate cytochrome b₅ heme-binding domains are for bovine CYB5A (bCYB5A) and rat CYB5B (rCYB5B). The structure of the 86 residue bCYB5A lipase fragment was the first to be reported, and was ultimately refined to 1.5 Å (PDBID: 1CYO). A crystal structure of the 82 residue tryptic fragment of bCYB5A is also available (PDBID: 1EHB). As has been our practice, we will utilize the numbering system adopted for the lipase fragment (Figure 1) in the present work.

The elements of secondary structure in CYB5A and CYB5B fall in the order β₁-α₁-β₄-β₅-α₂-α₃-β₅-α₄-α₅-β₂-α₆. The protein has been described as comprising two hydrophobic cores separated by a five-stranded β-sheet. As highlighted for bCYB5A in Figure 2, core 1 contains heme surrounded by helices α₂-α₅. Heme iron is ligated by histidine residues 39 and 63, each residing in a loop separating a pair of core 1 helices. His39 is the first residue in the HPGG loop motif that lies between α₂ and α₃ and is characteristic of all known eukaryotic members of the cytochrome b₅ superfamily. The loop containing His63 is located between α₄ and α₅, and in all known examples of CYB5A and CYB5B has the sequence VGHS. Core 2 contains helix α₁ and a C-terminal 3₁₀-helix designated α₆. Cores 1 and 2 are separated by a five-stranded β-sheet, although residues 51–54 which comprise one of the edge strands (β₅) lie within the region of the polypeptide that defines the four-helix bundle surrounding heme (between α₃ and α₄). The secondary structure elements described above are maintained in solution, as evidenced by published structures determined by NMR for bovine, rat, rabbit and human CYB5A.

At the time the rCYB5B X-ray crystal structure was determined (PDBID: 1B5M), no other type B cytochrome b₅ had been identified. In contrast, amino acid sequences for several type A cytochromes b₅ had been reported and shown to exhibit extremely high sequence homology. It was discovered that rCYB5B differs from CYB5A in being considerably more stable and having a significantly more negative redox potential. The greater stability has been shown to result, in part, from a more extensive network of hydrophobic interactions at the base of its heme-binding pocket. The source of the more negative redox potential of CYB5B is an area of active investigation in our laboratories.

The second CYB5B to be discovered, from human (hCYB5B), was predicted to have a hydrophobic patch even more extensive than that in rCYB5B on the basis of an amino acid sequence comparison. It was shown to be similar in stability to rCYB5B and likewise to have a redox potential more negative than those reported for CYB5A, albeit less negative (~40 mV vs. SHE) than that reported for rCYB5B (~102 mV vs. SHE). These observations led us to propose that more extensive hydrophobic packing, greater stability and more
negative redox potentials are factors that distinguish all CYB5B proteins from their CYB5A counterparts. Increasing availability of CYB5A and CYB5B amino acid sequences has strengthened these hypotheses. It has also made us aware that CYB5B exhibits amino acid sequence diversity at positions that are invariant or highly conserved in CYB5A (see Figure S1, Supporting Information), which is likely to be manifested in variations in surface properties and internal packing. Because rCYB5B and hCYB5B are reflective of this diversity, we were motivated to obtain an X-ray crystal structure of the latter, which has been solved to 1.45 Å. We have also obtained a new crystal structure of rCYB5B having a higher resolution (2.0 Å) than the previously reported one (2.7 Å). Amino acid sequences of the rCYB5B and hCYB5B fragments used to generate the crystal structures described herein are aligned with the corresponding sequence of the bCYB5A lipase fragment in Figure 1. The twelve residues that differ between hCYB5B and rCYB5B are highlighted in red in Figure 1.

Herein we show that the hCYB5B structure differs from the rCYB5B structure in containing two well-resolved and completely buried water molecules mediating hydrogen bonding between β-sheet strands β4 and β5. The difference could be traced to fully buried residue 21 in β4, which is much bulkier in hCYB5B (Leu) than in rCYB5B (Thr). The results provide new insight into the factors stabilizing the cytochrome b5 fold, in particular the role of invariant residue Ala54 (in β5). We also show that the redox potentials of hCYB5B and rCYB5B are more similar than previously reported.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Proteins

Expression systems for rCYB5B, hCYB5B and bCYB5A used in the studies reported herein have been described previously. All proteins were expressed in *Escherichia coli* BL21(DE3) cells. rCYB5B and hCYB5B used in the crystallographic studies were expressed and purified using previously reported methods. Proteins used in the redox potentiometry experiments were expressed and purified as follows: Transformed cells were grown in 1L LB medium at 37 °C, 200 rpm shaking, until OD₆₀₀ reached ~ 0.7. Protein expression was induced with 1 mM IPTG (final concentration) and grown for an additional 7 h at 25 °C, 150 rpm shaking. All subsequent steps were performed at 4°C unless otherwise noted. Cells were harvested by centrifugation (5000 rpm, JA-10 rotor Beckman-Coulter, USA) and lysed by freeze-thawing and sonication in lysis buffer (20 mM Tris, pH 7.0, 50 mM PMSF). Cell debris was separated by centrifugation (20,000 rpm for 1 hour, JA-20 rotor, Beckman-Coulter, USA).

A hemin solution (5 mg/ml in DMSO) was slowly added to the crude cell lysate at room temperature until A₄₁₂ reached a maximum. Excess hemin was first removed by centrifugation (20,000 rpm for 2 hours, JA-20 rotor, Beckman-Coulter, USA) and the filtered supernatant was loaded onto a Q-sepharose column (GE Life Sciences, USA). The protein was eluted using a linear gradient (0 – 1 M) of NaCl in 20mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.0. Red colored fractions were pooled and subjected to further purification using a Phenyl-sepharose column (GE Life Sciences, USA) under a reverse gradient (1 M - 0 M NaCl) in the above mentioned buffer. Final purification was performed on pooled protein-containing fractions.
using a Superdex 200 gel filtration column (GE Life Sciences, USA) with the same buffer. All purifications were performed on an AKTA-FPLC purification system (GE Life Sciences, USA). Purity was confirmed by native-gel electrophoresis that also confirmed absence of any apoprotein. All proteins were exchanged into 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, using an Amicon protein concentration system (Millipore Corp, USA).

Crystallization and structure solution

Thick rectangular crystals of hCYB5B appeared from hanging drops containing equal amounts of protein at 20mg/ml concentration (in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7) and reservoir solution composed of 30% PEG8K, 0.1M Hepes (pH 6.8) and 0.2M magnesium acetate. Drops were equilibrated against reservoir solution at 5 °C. Before cryocooling of the crystal in the 100K gas stream of nitrogen, it was equilibrated against a solution similar to that in reservoir but containing 36% PEG8K. X-ray diffraction data were collected to 1.45 Å resolution at the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS) F1 station (Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA), tuned to 0.976 Å X-ray wavelength and using an ADSC Quantum 4 CCD detector system.

High and low resolution data sets were collected using crystal-to-detector distances of 125 and 200 mm and exposure times of 60 and 20 s, respectively. Data were processed with the HKL2000 program suite. The crystal belongs to space group P2₁ and contains two molecules of hCYB5B per asymmetric unit. The position and orientation of the two molecules in the unit cell of the crystal were determined by molecular replacement with AMoRe using our structure of the quintuple mutant of rCYB5B (PDBID:1LJ0), without the heme group, as the search model. Initially, several cycles of refinement were carried out with the CNS program suite. One cycle of simulated annealing with slowcool protocol from 5000K was followed by several cycles of positional and isotropic individual temperature factor refinement with bulk solvent correction and anisotropic overall B-factor at the full resolution range. Manual model building was conducted with the interactive graphics program TURBO-FRODO with usage of 2|Fo|-|Fc| and |Fo|-|Fc| difference Fourier maps. Water molecules were added to the structure automatically using the water-pick program of CNS.

When the refinement converged, some side chains (Ile79 of molecule A and Glu(−2) and Ser57 of molecule B) were modeled in two alternative positions. Heme in both molecules was also resolved in two alternative orientations, differing by a 180° rotation about the α-γ-meso axis. Each population exhibits 50% occupancy, consistent with the 1:1 ratio present in the crystallization sample. On the basis of coordination and electron density, four water molecules were replaced with two Mg²⁺ ions and two SO₄⁻ groups. The structure of the molecule refined with CNS contained 1458 protein atoms, 86 heme atoms, 2 Mg ions and two SO₄ groups and had R-work and R-free values of 0.177 and 0.215, respectively. Final refinement of the structure with full data set (working and free datasets combined) and anisotropic individual temperature factors was carried out by the program REFMAC and resulted in a crystallographic R-factor of 0.199.

Crystal growth conditions for rCYB5B were similar to those for the human protein. Data were collected at room temperature on a 4-circle Siemens diffractometer equipped with a
multi-wire area detector. The reflections were indexed, integrated and scaled using the programs SAIDE and SAINT.\textsuperscript{36} The crystal belongs to space group $P2_12_12_1$ and contains two molecules of rCYB5B per asymmetric unit. Since this crystal form is different from the previously reported one ($P4_32_12$ with one molecule per asymmetric unit; PDBID:1B5M),\textsuperscript{12} its structure was again solved by molecular replacement. Initially the structure was refined using the program TNT.\textsuperscript{37} Final stages of refinement were carried out using the CNS suite.\textsuperscript{33} For model building of both proteins the programs TURBO-FRODO\textsuperscript{34} and COOT\textsuperscript{38} were used. Although the rCYB5B sample used for crystallization contained a 1:1 ratio of heme orientations, we were unable to resolve the isomers. The coordinates for rCYB5B (PDBID:3MUS) and hCYB5B (PDBID:3NER) have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank. Statistics data for both structures are shown in Table S1 (Supplementary Materials).

**Molecular Dynamics Simulations**

Ten nanosecond molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed on hCYB5B and rCYB5B using the CHARMM program (ver. 33a1\textsuperscript{39}). All atom topology and parameter sets (ver. 22) along with dihedral cross term corrections (CMAP) were used in all calculations.\textsuperscript{40} X-ray crystal structures of rCYB5B and hCYB5B were used as the starting structures for the MD simulations. Missing hydrogen atoms were added to complete all atom models using the HBUILD module of CHARMM\textsuperscript{41}. The proteins were then subjected to a gradual energy minimization in vacuum to prevent any atomic clashes. Energy minimized proteins were neutralized by the addition of Na\textsuperscript{+} and Cl\textsuperscript{−} counter ions to an ionic strength of 0.15 M. Counter ions were added using the Solvator module in CHARMM-GUI.\textsuperscript{42}

The entire system (protein + counter ions) was immersed in a truncated octahedral water cell, built by cutting off corners from a cube of edge length 70 Å. Water molecules overlapping the protein and counter ions were removed yielding the final simulation system. Water molecules and counter ions were subjected to an initial equilibration of 0.1 ns in the presence of a fixed solute. A final equilibration of 0.1 ns was performed on the whole system before the trajectory production stage. Equilibration and MD simulations were performed at a constant temperature (300 K) and pressure (1 atm). The Hoover thermostat method\textsuperscript{43} was used to maintain constant temperature and the Langevin piston method\textsuperscript{44} was used to maintain constant temperature. The IMAGE facility in CHARMM was used to generate periodic boundary conditions and to solvate the system. The particle-mesh Ewald method\textsuperscript{45} was used to expand long-range forces in the calculation of electrostatic interactions. The Ewald parameter, $\kappa$, was set to 0.34 Å\textsuperscript{-1}, the grid spacing parameter L was set to 64 and the cutoff distance was set to 12 Å. Bonds involving hydrogen atoms in the system were kept fixed using the SHAKE algorithm.\textsuperscript{46} A 2-fs time step was used in association with the Leapfrog integrator.\textsuperscript{43} At every 250 steps (0.5 ps), coordinates were saved yielding a total of 20000 coordinate frames for subsequent analysis. Before analysis, the trajectory structures of the solute were transformed by centering in the solvent box and overlay of the peptide backbone atoms on the starting structure. This enabled the investigation of internal protein structure fluctuations by removing overall rotational and translational motions. Solvent accessible surface area of the CYB5Bs was calculated using Lee and Richards’s algorithm\textsuperscript{47} with a probe radius of 1.6 Å. Visualization of trajectories
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was performed using the molecular graphics packages VMD\textsuperscript{48} and Pymol (http://www.pymol.org).

**Redox Potentiometry**

Redox potentiometry experiments were conducted using a modification of a previously described protocol.\textsuperscript{28} The redox cell consisted of a 5 mL beaker with a stir bar and a calomel electrode (+241 mV vs. SHE; Radiometer Analytical, France) connected to a pH meter operating in voltage mode. Absorption spectra were recorded using a USB 2000 fiber optic spectrophotometer outfitted with a dip probe (Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL). The entire setup was housed under an N\textsubscript{2}/H\textsubscript{2} atmosphere (1–2% H\textsubscript{2}) in an anaerobic glove box (Coy Laboratories, Grass Lake, MI). All experiments were conducted in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 (ionic strength = 0.11 M) with the protein concentration at 10 µM and each redox mediator at a concentration of 1 µM. For reductive and oxidative titrations, appropriate volumes of a sodium dithionite stock solution (4 mM) or a potassium ferricyanide stock solution (1 mM), respectively, were added using a Hamilton microsyringe. Changes in oxidation state of the heme were monitored using the α band at 557 nm, and the voltage was recorded after equilibrium had been achieved (typically 15 minutes). The data were fit to a one-electron Nernst equation using Igor Pro (V 4.0, Wavemetrics Inc.).

The redox mediators used, with their standard potentials against SHE, were: methyl viologen (−430 mV), benzyl viologen (−311 mV), anthraquinone-2-sulfonic acid (−225 mV), anthraquinone-2,6-disulfonic acid sodium salt (−184 mV), 2-hydroxy-1,4-naphthoquinone (−152 mV), 2,5 dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone (−60 mV), 5,8-dihydroxy-1,4-naphthoquinone (−50 mV), pyocyanin (−34 mV), duroquinone (+5 mV), 5-hydroxyl-1,4-naphthoquinone (+33 mV), 1,4-naphthoquinone (+50 mV), phenazine methosulfate (+80 mV), 2,6-dimethylbenzoquinone (+115 mV), 1,2-naphthoquinone (+157 mV), 2-methyl-1,4-benzoquinone (+175 mV); 1,2-naphthoquinone-4-sulfonic acid (+210 mV). The electrode was calibrated using a suspension of quinhydrone in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 (+280 mV vs. SHE). For rCYB5B and hCYB5B three reductive titrations were performed as described above. For bCYB5A two reductive titrations were performed along with one oxidative titration. Table 2 reports the average and standard deviation from the three independent runs. All redox mediators were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, Missouri, USA), except for pyocyanin (Cayman Chemical; Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA).

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Comparison of the rCYB5B and hCYB5B crystal structures**

The previously published 2.7 Å structure of rCYB5B contained one molecule in the asymmetric unit,\textsuperscript{12} but in the new higher resolution structure there are two. The 1.45 Å structure of hCYB5B also contains two molecules in the asymmetric unit (space group \(P2_1\)), but with different relative orientations compared to rCYB5B (space group \(P2_12_12_1\)). The following comparison of the hCYB5B and rCYB5B structures refers to molecule A in the asymmetric unit of each.
The plot of average main chain crystallographic temperature factors (B factors) for the hCYB5B polypeptide in Figure S2 indicates that the β-sheet strands (average B factor 12.5) are less mobile than the more highly solvent-exposed α-helices (average B factor 17.2), consistent with solution NMR studies of both type A\textsuperscript{18, 49} and type B\textsuperscript{49} cytochromes b\textsubscript{5}. Note that we have followed the generally accepted convention of defining the β-sheet strands by the order in which they appear in the β-sheet, as in the original papers describing the crystal structure of bCYB5A (Figures 1 and 2),\textsuperscript{13–15} rather than by their order within the protein sequence as in the paper reporting refinement of the bCYB5A structure.\textsuperscript{10} The first (β1) and last (β5) strands in the β-sheet have solvent-exposed edges and are very short (residues 5–7 and 51–54, respectively).

The root mean squared deviation (RMSD) plot in Figure S3A shows that bCYB5A and rCYB5B have virtually identical folds (average C\textsubscript{α} RMSD 0.56 Å), consistent with a previous analysis utilizing the 2.7 Å structure of rCYB5B.\textsuperscript{12} A significant difference is observed in the folds of rCYB5A and hCYB5B, however, most notably for residues 50–53 (Figure S3B). Not surprisingly, smaller average RMSD C\textsubscript{α} differences are observed for the two molecules in the rCYB5B (0.23 Å) and hCYB5B (0.29 Å) asymmetric units.

The hydrophobic clusters

Studies in our laboratories have revealed that rCYB5B and hCYB5B are considerably more stable than known examples of CYB5A. Mutagenesis studies with rCYB5B have shown that this is due, in large measure, to a more extensive network of hydrophobic packing interactions involving heme and the side chains of residues at the core 1/core 2 interface.\textsuperscript{23, 24, 26, 50} The hydrophobic cluster in rCYB5B begins at the top of the protein as represented in Figure 3A, with van der Waals contact between the solvent-exposed side chains of Ala18 and Leu47, and ends at the bottom of the protein with the partially solvent-exposed side chain of Leu71. Residues in this network with side chains engaging in hydrophobic interactions with heme are Met23, Ile25, Ile32, Leu71 and Phe58. The corresponding region in all reported examples of mammalian CYB5A is less hydrophobic, largely due to the presence of residues with solvent-exposed polar side chains at positions 18 (Ser), 47 (Arg) and 71 (Ser). Tables S2 and S3 (Supporting Information) show that there is considerably greater variability among the residues comprising the hydrophobic cluster in mammalian CYB5B than among the corresponding residues in CYB5A.

In our report showing that hCYB5B exhibits stability properties similar to those of rCYB5B,\textsuperscript{28} we predicted that it would have a similar hydrophobic cluster as well because it differs at only three amino acids in that region: 18 (Leu rather than Ala); 23 (Leu rather than Met); and 32 (Val rather than Ile). The latter two differences involve residues with fully buried side chains and are quite conservative, and the hCYB5B structure confirms our expectation that they would participate in interactions similar to those observed for Met23 and Ile32 in the rCYB5B hydrophobic cluster (Figures 3A and 3C). The hCYB5B structure also confirms our prediction that the solvent-exposed side chain of Leu18 would engage in more extensive hydrophobic interactions than are possible for Ala18 in rCYB5B. The Leu18 side chain makes van der Waals contact with the side chains of both Leu47 and Leu36 whereas Ala18 in rCYB5A only has hydrophobic contact with the side chain of Leu47.
Residues 21 and 50 extend the hydrophobic cluster

The stretch of polypeptide comprising residues 15–20 separates α1 and β4, and is referred to herein as the α1-β4 loop. In actuality, residues 17–20 constitute a type I β-turn. In the rCYB5B structure, the backbone CO of Thr17 forms an H-bond with the side chain hydroxyl of Thr21, the first residue in β4 (Figure 3B). This hydrogen bond is apparently quite strong (O--O distance 2.9 Å), consistent with the fact that the Thr21 side chain is completely excluded from solvent (see Figure S4). In addition, the Thr21 γ-CH3 group makes van der Waals contact with one of the γ-CH3 groups of Leu47 (C--C distance 4.4 Å) and with the β-CH3 group of invariant cytochrome b5 residue Ala50 (C--C distance 3.4 Å) (Figure 3A). Thr21 and Ala50 thereby extend the hydrophobic cluster described above for rCYB5B. Residue 21 is also Thr in all known examples of mammalian CYB5A. In the structure of the bCYB5A lipase fragment, interactions involving the Thr21 side chains are virtually identical to those described above for rCYB5B. However, in the more recently determined structure of the bCYB5A tryptic fragment (PDBID:1EHB), the α1-β4 loop adopts an alternate conformation in which this interaction is absent and the Thr21 side chain forms H-bonds to two water molecules. This is consistent with very high B factors for the α1-β4 loop in the lipase fragment structure, which indicate that it has unusually high dynamic mobility.

Leu21 in hCYB5B alters β4/β5 interactions relative to rCYB5B

As noted above, residue 21 in CYB5A is an invariant Thr, and is also Thr in rCYB5B. Only two other known mammalian CYB5B proteins, from mouse and opossum contain Thr21 (Figure S1). In hCYB5B and other primate CYB5B proteins, residue 21 is Leu. It is also Leu in the rabbit and pig proteins, and is Ile in the proteins from horse, dog, cow and panda. Like Thr21 in rCYB5B, Leu21 in the hCYB5B structure is fully excluded from solvent (Figure S4). As shown in Figure 3, however, the bulky hydrophobic side chain of Leu21 in hCYB5B leads to several distinct differences in interactions relative to Thr21 in rCYB5B. Firstly, it precludes side chain H-bond interactions with any residues within the α1-β4 loop (or with water if the loop adopts an open conformation as in 1EHB). Secondly, it extends the hydrophobic cluster described above for rCYB5B, because the Leu21 side chain in hCYB5B not only makes van der Waals contact with the side chains of Leu47 and Ala50, but also with those of Leu23 and Leu36 (Figure 3C). Thirdly, the greater bulk of the Leu21 side chain in hCYB5B results in displacement of the Ala50 β-methyl group by approximately 2.5 Å relative to its location in rCYB5B (Figure 3). The backbones of residues 51–53 in β5 are displaced to similar extents (Figures 3 and S3B).

The movement of residues 50–53 needed to accommodate Leu at position 21 in hCYB5B is accompanied by loss of two of the three hydrogen bonds between β4 and β5 (Figures 3D and S5B), specifically those between the α-CO of Trp22 in β4 and the α-NH of Gly51 in β5, and between the α-NH of Val24 in β4 and the α-CO of Val52 in β5. Hydrogen bonding between those residues in strands β4 and β5 of hCYB5B is instead mediated by two water molecules (WAT11 and WAT194, respectively; Figure 3D) that are completely excluded from contact with bulk solvent (solvent accessible surface area 0.00 Å²). WAT11 has two additional possible H-bond acceptors, the α-CO of Arg15 (O--O distance 3.1 Å) and the α-CO of Val12 (O--O distance 3.0 Å), while WAT194 has one (the α-CO of Gln49; O--O distance 3.1 Å).
2.7 Å). We find no evidence for a second H-bond donating partner for either water molecule. In addition, the water molecules are too far apart (O–O distance 4.9 Å) to permit a water-water H-bond. The B factors for WAT11 and WAT194 are 13.3 and 16.5, well below the average B factor for water molecules in the crystal structure (34.4) but remarkably similar to the average B factors of main chain atoms of their protein hydrogen bonding partners (12.2). In addition, the hydrogen bonds between the buried water molecules and the protein are quite short (Figure S5B). Both of these observations are suggestive of strong hydrogen bonding interactions.

A statistical study of protein crystal structures has shown that more than 90% of buried water molecules in proteins are associated with large internal cavities. A more recent statistical study involving a much larger database has further revealed that well-resolved internal water molecules strongly prefer to form hydrogen bonds with residues that are not involved in α-helical or β-sheet secondary structures. They also commonly bridge interactions between proteins and their ligands. Water molecules that reside between strands of β-sheets, as in the hCYB5B crystal structure, appear to be quite rare. One well known example is a highly conserved, fully buried water molecule located within a β-bulge in lectins. Conserved internal water molecules bridging H-bonds between residues at the termini of β-strands, observed in trypsin, have been suggested to resemble intermediates in β-sheet formation during protein folding.

**WAT11 in the hCYB5B simulation exchanges with bulk solvent**

As an approach to comparing solution properties of rCYB5B and hCYB5B, and to elucidating possible roles of the buried water molecules in the hCYB5B crystal structure, 10 ns molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed. We first discuss simulations comparing rCYB5B and hCYB5B in which WAT11 and WAT194 are present in their crystallographically determined locations. No other water molecules of crystallization were included in the simulations. Average root mean square deviation (RMSD) and fluctuation (RMSF) values for the heme and the polypeptide (Table 1) are less than 1.1 Å in the two simulations, indicating little deviation from the respective starting experimental coordinates. The individual amino acid residue RMSD plots in Figure 4 (top panel) likewise show essentially no deviation from the starting coordinates for rCYB5B and for hCYB5B, and the corresponding RMSF plots in Figure 4 (bottom panel) reveal absence of significant mobility during the simulations in the MD trajectories.

Visual inspection of the hCYB5B MD trajectory showed that WAT194 remained close to its original location for the full 10 ns, with hydrogen bonds to Val24 and Val52 and occasionally to one of the other buried water molecules. WAT11 was considerably more mobile, and exited the protein after 4.1 ns. The MD trajectories were subsequently examined in order to identify all bulk water molecules that approached within 4.5 Å of Trp22, Val24, Gly51 or Val52 during the simulation. Among the 23 molecules so identified, 4 were observed to occupy the space between β4 and β5 at some point during the simulation or to be otherwise involved with the water exchange mechanism. Three exchanges of a buried water molecule with a bulk water molecule were observed during the simulation, each occurring
via an intermediate structure containing three buried water molecules. None of the water entry or exit events involved significant backbone or side chain conformational changes.

Two distinct sites for water entry and exit were identified. The first water exchange event, which involves both of these sites, is illustrated in Figure 5. Within 0.27 ns, bulk water molecule wat1877 (red sphere) has docked to the protein, forming H-bonds with the backbone C=O group of Ala13 (located in helix $\alpha_1$) and the side chain amide group of Asn16 (located in the $\alpha_1$-$\beta_4$ loop). Notably, this water molecule replicates nearly exactly the location and interactions exhibited by WAT121 in the hCYB5B crystal structure (see Figure 3D). The wat1877 molecule enters the protein interior between $\beta_4$ and $\beta_5$, via hydrogen bonding with WAT11 and a second bulk water molecule (wat4142; yellow sphere), which replaces it at the entry site. WAT11 and wat1877 subsequently trade places as WAT11 is pushed in the direction of, but not through, the second water entry/exit site. This sequence of events is then essentially repeated, with WAT11 moving toward WAT194 and pushing wat1877 toward, and through, the second entry/exit site. Exit of wat1877 from the protein involves hydrogen bond formation with the backbone C=O of Gly51 and with bulk solvent.

The buried water molecules may not be required for maintenance of the hCYB5B fold

We also performed a simulation of hCYB5B in which WAT11 and WAT194 were initially removed, along with all other waters of crystallization. In this simulation, small but significant localized deviations from the starting coordinates were observed, most notably for residues 50–52 (Figure 4A). Visual inspection of the trajectory for that simulation revealed that the change is due to formation of hydrogen bonds between Val24 and Val52, and between Trp22 and Gly51. The hydrogen bonds, which form during the pre-production equilibration step, are virtually identical to those observed between $\beta_4$ and $\beta_5$ in the rCYB5B crystal structure and MD simulation. They remain intact throughout the 10 ns simulation, as shown by the low RMSF values for the corresponding residues (Figure 4B). Figure 4A also reveals significant backbone deviation for residues 15–19 in the conformationally mobile $\alpha_1$-$\beta_4$ loop, with maximal displacement at Leu18. This deviation can be attributed to movement of the Ala50 side chain deeper into the protein interior as the $\beta_4$/$\beta_5$ hydrogen bonds form, and consequent reorganization of the Leu 21 side chain in order to avoid a steric clash (Figure 6). In the hCYB5B crystal structure, the Leu21 side chain adopts the second most common conformation (34% of total) observed for Leu residues in $\beta$-sheets, with $\chi_1 = 178^\circ$ and $\chi_2 = 65^\circ$ (tp using the convention of Lovell et al.$^{57}$). After the structural change the Leu21 side chain is in a conformation observed for only 3% of Leu residues in $\beta$-sheets (tt, with $\chi_1 = -160^\circ$; $\chi_2 = 169^\circ$). This suggests that normal hydrogen bonding interactions between $\beta_4$ and $\beta_5$ in hCYB5B introduce strain.

The redox potentials of rCYB5B and hCYB5B are very similar

Type A cytochromes b$_5$ have been found to exhibit similar redox potentials (0 ± 10 mV; all reported potentials vs. SHE)$^{58-61}$ consistent with their highly conserved amino acid sequences. Reported redox potentials for rCYB5B ($-102$ mV)$^{22}$ and hCYB5B ($-40$ mV)$^{28}$ are more negative, suggesting a need for a stronger electron delivery driving force.$^{28}$ The significant difference in the reported redox potentials for rCYB5B and hCYB5B is suggestive of differences in heme environment.$^{62}$ However, our MD simulation data reveal
that there is virtually no difference in average heme solvent exposure in the two proteins (Table 1). Furthermore, there is no difference in the number and type of charged residues in their heme-binding pockets.

In order to firmly establish whether structural divergence of hCYB5B and rCYB5B has been accompanied by divergence of their redox potentials, we decided to perform new side-by-side studies. The tryptic fragment of bCYB5A (residues 4–82) was included in the study for comparison purposes. We opted to utilize redox potentiometry\(^\text{63}\) rather than voltammetry, as the latter requires use of agents to facilitate protein-electrode interactions\(^\text{64}\) which is known to influence measured cytochrome b\(_5\) redox potentials.\(^\text{22, 65}\) The apparatus used in our experiments was housed in a glove box to minimize adventitious oxygen, which can lead to erroneous redox potential measurements by preventing equilibrium from being established.\(^\text{63}\) Representative spectra from the redox titrations are shown in Figure S6, and corresponding data plots with fits to the one electron Nernst equation appear in Figure 7. Formal reduction potentials obtained from the fits, all referenced to the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE), are compiled in Table 2.

The redox potential obtained for the bCYB5A tryptic fragment is close to the average value of redox potentials determined independently for the same protein at pH 7, 24–25 °C and ionic strength ~0.1 M by redox potentiometry\(^\text{66}\) and by spectroelectrochemistry using an optically transparent thin layer electrode (OTTLE) \(^\text{(+5 mV,}^\text{67} -1.9 \text{ mMV}^\text{61})\). The hCYB5B redox potential determined in this work is about 15 mV more negative than the previously reported one, obtained using an apparatus similar to the one employed herein but in which an inert atmosphere was achieved without use of a glove box.\(^\text{28}\) On the other hand, the rCYB5B redox potential determined in the present study is considerably less negative than the previously reported value\(^\text{22}\) determined using an OTTLE. In fact, the redox potentials of rCYB5B and hCYB5B determined in this work are virtually identical (~ −55 mV).

The apparent discrepancy between the rCYB5B redox potential reported herein and the previously published value may relate to the unusual sensitivity of the cytochrome b\(_5\) oxidation-reduction equilibrium to experimental conditions\(^\text{67}\) and even to methodology.\(^\text{58}\) Regardless of its source, we are confident that the redox potentials determined in this study for bCYB5A, rCYB5B and hCYB5B are valid for the stated conditions. Support for this conjecture is provided by the fact that cyclic voltammetry data for bCYB5A and rCYB5B performed in the presence of varying concentrations of divalent metal ions revealed a constant ~70 mV redox potential difference.\(^\text{22}\) This is nearly the same as the difference obtained in the present work (~60 mV).

**Ala54 in β5 may play a key role in stabilizing the cytochrome b\(_5\) fold**

The structural consequences of heme release from cytochrome b\(_5\) were first demonstrated in solution NMR studies of the heme-free (apo) form of rat CYB5A.\(^\text{68, 69}\) The core 1 helices α2-α5 unfold, consistent with their very low helix propensities,\(^\text{70}\) and β5 dissociates from β4. In contrast, core 2 retains a native like fold. Subsequent studies have indicated that similar changes occur upon loss of heme from CYB5B.\(^\text{25, 26}\) Release of heme from cytochrome b\(_5\) can conceivably occur via several pathways, all of which require dissociation
of both His-Fe bonds. Available evidence suggests that the bond involving His39 is the first to rupture.\textsuperscript{49, 71} His-Fe bond dissociation by itself could be a triggering event for heme release, as it would result in melting of the adjacent core 1 helices. A more likely possibility, suggested by NMR studies, is that heme release is promoted by conformational fluctuations in the core 1 polypeptide. For example, it has been demonstrated that conformational mobility is greater in the ferric form of CYB5A than in the more stable ferrous form.\textsuperscript{18, 72} In addition, core 1 is much more dynamic in the ferric form of CYB5A than in the ferric form of the more stable CYB5B.\textsuperscript{49}

Core 1 conformational changes facilitating heme release from cytochrome b\textsubscript{5} could potentially begin in the vicinity of \(\beta5\), as suggested by two independent MD simulations of bCYB5A. Both simulations revealed formation of a large surface cleft resulting from a conformational change,\textsuperscript{23, 73} which included loss of the hydrogen bond between Gly51 in \(\beta5\) and Trp22 in \(\beta4\).\textsuperscript{23} Complete separation of \(\beta5\) from \(\beta4\) would favor unfolding of adjacent core 1 helices \(\alpha3\) and \(\alpha4\) with consequent weakening of the His39-Fe and His63-Fe bonds, respectively. In the hCYB5B structure two of the three H-bonds holding \(\beta4\) and \(\beta5\) together are already mediated by water molecules. The MD simulation data presented herein indicate that an additional water molecule can reversibly enter core 1 of hCYB5B, yielding intermediates containing three buried water molecules between \(\beta5\) and \(\beta4\). Complete separation of \(\beta5\) from \(\beta4\) would result if one of the three buried water molecules in such an intermediate were to shift position and insert between the backbone of Ala54 and Val24. Examination of CYB5B and CYB5A structures suggested to us that this may be difficult, due to the participation of Ala54 in at least two additional key interactions that would likely be compromised if the H-bond between Ala54 and residue 24 in \(\beta4\) is broken to accommodate a bridging water molecule. Firstly, the methyl side chain of Ala54 extends the CYB5B hydrophobic patch (and the less extensive CYB5A patch) by packing against the side chain of residue 23 as well as with heme. In addition, the Ala54 \(\alpha\)-CO forms an H-bond with the \(\alpha\)-NH of invariant residue Phe58, located in \(\alpha4\) and also part of the CYB5B and CYB5A hydrophobic patches. As shown in Figure 3, the Phe58 side chain engages in face-to-face stacking with heme ligand His63 and edge-to-face stacking with heme. Notably, Ala54 and Phe58 have two of the most protected backbone \(\alpha\)-NH groups in core 1 of CYB5B and of CYB5A as evidenced in H/D exchange studies monitored by NMR.\textsuperscript{18, 49} This indicates that once the Ala54 and Phe58 backbone NH groups are accessible to solvent, most if not all of the other core 1 backbone amides are as well, as would occur upon core 1 unfolding leading to heme release.

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

The cytochrome b\textsubscript{5} fold has been referred to as an adaptable module due to its ability to accommodate a wide variety of insertions, deletions and mutations.\textsuperscript{74} Herein we have reported a new example of this adaptability, namely accommodation of a non-conservative internal mutation (Thr21 in rCYB5B to Leu21 in hCYB5B) by burial of two to three water molecules between \(\beta\)-sheet strands \(\beta5\) and \(\beta4\). Molecular dynamics simulations indicate that one of the two buried water molecules in hCYB5B exchanges readily with bulk solvent. They also show that \(\beta5\) and \(\beta4\) can form normal hydrogen bonding interactions in hCYB5B if the buried water molecules are absent, but only if the Leu21 side chain adopts a rare (and
likely strained) conformation. Whether or not the buried water molecules are an integral part of the hCYB5B structure in solution, these results strongly suggest that water more readily inserts between $\beta_5$ and $\beta_4$ in hCYB5B than in rCYB5B. This is interesting in light of the previously established fact that hCYB5B and rCYB5B exhibit nearly identical stability properties.\textsuperscript{28} Perhaps the more extensive core 1 hydrophobic packing in hCYB5B in comparison to rCYB5B, resulting in large part from the presence of Leu rather than Thr at position 21, compensates for weakened $\beta_5/\beta_4$ interactions resulting from the same non-conservative mutation. Such an interpretation is consistent with our studies showing that the greater stability exhibited by rCYB5B in comparison to bCYB5A is due to more extensive hydrophobic packing in core 1.\textsuperscript{23–25} The fact that two of three hydrogen bonds between $\beta_5$ and $\beta_4$ can be compromised without adversely affecting hCYB5B stability suggests that the third H-bond (between Ala54 in $\beta_5$ and Val24 in $\beta_4$) plays a dominant role in maintaining the hCYB5B fold. In fact, this may be the case in all cytochromes $b_5$.

Another important conclusion from this work is that the redox potentials of hCYB5B and rCYB5B are virtually identical, and about 60 mV more negative than those reported herein and elsewhere for CYB5A. The experimental conditions and methodology used in this study were chosen because they minimize interactions of the proteins with materials that could influence the measured redox potentials.\textsuperscript{67, 75} The redox potentials of type A and type B cytochromes $b_5$ may very well deviate from the values obtained herein when the proteins are in their native environments and functionally interacting with their redox partners.\textsuperscript{75}

Similarity of mammalian CYB5A redox potentials is not surprising in light of their high amino acid sequence conservation, particularly among residues defining the heme-binding pocket. The results presented herein indicate that mammalian type B cytochromes $b_5$ also exhibit a narrow range of redox potentials, despite much greater amino acid sequence diversity as exemplified by rCYB5B and hCYB5B. Current efforts in our laboratories are directed toward delineating the structural factors responsible for the more negative redox potentials exhibited by CYB5B relative to CYB5A.
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ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CYB5A</td>
<td>type A cytochrome $b_5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYB5B</td>
<td>type B cytochrome $b_5$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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bCYB5A  bovine CYB5A
rCYB5B  rat CYB5B
hCYB5B  human CYB5B
MD     molecular dynamics
RMSD   root mean square deviation
RMSF   root mean square fluctuation
SHE    standard hydrogen electrode
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Figure 1.
Alignment of the polypeptide fragments used for determining the X-ray crystal structures of hCYB5B and rCYB5B reported herein, and of the lipase fragment of bCYB5A against which they are compared. Numbering follows the scheme introduced by Mathews for the bCYB5A lipase fragment.\textsuperscript{15} $\beta$-Sheet strands are indicated with arrows, and helices with cylinders. Heme-ligating histidine residues are shown in bold. Residues differing between hCYB5B and rCYB5B are colored red. Italicized residues are not involved in specific packing interactions and are either poorly resolved or not observed.
Figure 2.
Cartoon representation of the X-ray crystal structure of the bCYB5A lipase fragment\textsuperscript{10} (PDBID:1CYO), highlighting secondary structure elements, heme and ligands His39 and His63, and hydrophobic cores 1 and 2. The image was generated using PyMol v. 0.99 (http://www.pymol.org/).
Figure 3.
Comparison of the crystal structures of rCYB5B (top) and hCYB5B (bottom), highlighting differences in their hydrophobic clusters (A and C) and hydrogen-bonding interactions between sheet strands $\beta_4$ and $\beta_5$ (B and D). Buried water molecules WAT11 and WAT194 in the hCYB5B structure are shown as red spheres, and WAT121 is shown as a yellow sphere. Images were generated using PyMol v. 0.99 (http://www.pymol.org/).
Figure 4.
Backbone (C$_{\alpha}$) root mean squared deviation (RMSD; top panel) and fluctuation (RMSF; bottom panel) plots of the average trajectory structures vs. the starting X-ray coordinates for the three MD simulations.
Figure 5.
Location of water molecules at various time points in the in 10 ns MD simulation of hCYB5B. The waters of crystallization (WAT11 and WAT194) are shown as red spheres, bulk solvent wat1877 as a yellow sphere, and bulk solvent wat4142 as a purple sphere (wat1877 and wat4142 arise from the water box created for the simulations). Hydrogen bonds are represented as black dashes. Please refer to the text for details. The image was generated using PyMol v. 0.99 (http://www.pymol.org/).
Figure 6.
Overlay of molecule A from the hCYB5B crystal structure (cyan) with a representative structure from the 10 ns MD simulation of hCYB5B performed without WAT11 and WAT194 (magenta). The polypeptide backbones are represented in cartoon mode, and heme (green) and the side chains of Leu21 and Ala51 in each protein are represented as sticks. WAT11 and WAT194 from the hCYB5B crystal structure are represented as red spheres. The image was generated using PyMol v. 0.99 (http://www.pymol.org/).
Figure 7.
Representative plots of redox titration data for bCYB5A (A), rCYB5B (B), hCYB5B (C), with fits to the one electron Nernst equation. Redox potentials are reported in Table 2.
Table 1

Average backbone RMSD, RMSF and heme SASA from the three CYB5B simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>RMSD (Å)</th>
<th>RMSF (Å)</th>
<th>SASA (Å²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chain⁺</td>
<td>Heme</td>
<td>Chain⁺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rCYB5B</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCYB5 (1)⁺</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCYB5 (2)⁺</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁺Backbone (Cα, C and N) atoms of amino acid residues 4–84.

⁺Heme SASA calculated from X-ray crystal structures

⁺Including WAT11 and WAT194

⁺WAT11 and WAT194 removed prior to simulation
Table 2

Data from redox potentiometry experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>bCYB5A</th>
<th>rCYB5B</th>
<th>hCYB5B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E° (mV vs. SHE)</td>
<td>+5.5 ± 1.8</td>
<td>−54.8 ± 1.3</td>
<td>−53.8 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>